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Design Leadership + Delivery  

Bridging Design + IT + Business 

Client Engagement + Facilitation 

Design Thinking + Lean + Agile  

Public Speaking + Patenting 

Obscure Hotel Recommendations 

HI THERE. 
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CREATIVE LEADER  
//            DESIGNER  
         OF EMERGING  
         TECHNOLOGY

I AM 
BEST  
KNOWN 
FOR:

Colin M. Budd 
Digital Advisor 
Retail + Consumer Goods 
Microsoft  |  Austin, TX

// I’M COLIN BUDD.
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I FUSE: 

// DESIGN  

// TECH  

// BUSINESS    

// PSYCH
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IBM Cognitive Systems 
UX Designer + Strategist, IBM Power Systems

:
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@

Microsoft 
Digital Advisor, Retail & Consumer Goods 

Cornell University 
Fine Arts (BFA) | Information Science (BA)

IBM Collaboration Solutions  
Product Designer, IBM Verse

IBM Garage 
Business Lead | Global Design Strategist



CREATIVE 
FEATS //  
BIZ DEV
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unique 
logos51

across
novel  
customer 
engagements100+

leader of 

$750M+
directly generated

amazing 
years5.5

over the pastIN NET-NEW REV 
AS A DESIGN LEAD  
& DIGITAL ADVISOR
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plus 
many others…
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02

SD | UX | UI | Visual 

Bringing together a wide array of IBM teams and 
Partners to dream, build, and launch a first-of-its-kind 
network for learners, educators, and employers. 

The Learning  
Credential Network

01

SD | UXR | UX | UI 

Enhancing end-user experiences by first identifying 
and addressing deeply rooted closed team dynamics 
for a prominent county in California. 

Open  
Data Portal

SELECTED  
WORKS
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03

UXR | UX | UI | UI Dev  

Enhancing and unifying IBM’s signature email 
service, Verse, across multiple platforms and 
innovative frontiers. 

IBM 
Verse

ADDITIONAL  
WORKS

6
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SD | UXR | Graphic | 3D 

Reimagining and revitalizing key touch-points and 
experiences for visitors and employees of IBM’s 
design epicenter in Austin, TX.

IBM  
Studios Austin



01
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OPEN  
DATA 
PORTAL
SD | UXR | UX | UI  

Enhancing end-user experiences by first identifying 
and addressing deeply rooted closed team dynamics 
for a prominent county in California.
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Outcomes 
Redesigned Open Data Portal to improve trust and usefulness of published 
datasets plus identified / addressed major organizational complexities (such 
as closed team dynamics and redundant processes) to holistically transform 
the County’s abilities to build and scale incredible end-user experiences. 

Role 
Creative Lead inclusive of Proposal Crafting, Client Relationship 
Management, User Research, Facilitation, UX/UI Design, and Prototyping 

Challenges 
Working within a compressed timeline and budget to serve the asks of the 
County and the real-world needs of both internal and external end-users. 

Impact 
//  Innovative redesign based on user- and stakeholder-informed input 

//  Identified and addressed significant closed team dynamics imparting  
     ability to collaboratively build towards improved end-user outcomes 

//  Directly led to 3 additional engagements with broader County 

//  Currently in proposal process with CDO for follow-on engagement

Case Study Overview

01 | OPEN DATA PORTAL
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01 | OPEN DATA PORTAL

9

OPEN DATA 

PORTAL 
REDESIGN
//  LOW USAGE 

//  LIMITED AWARENESS 

//  MULTIPLE SITES 

//  HIGH INVESTMENT
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WHAT IF WE DID… 

USER RESEARCH 
OP ID + ALIGNMENT

DT WORKSHOP 
DESIGN + PROTOTYPES

USABILITY TESTING 
DESIGN ITERATIONS 
PACKAGING + HANDOFF

WK 
01

WK 
02

WK 
03

IN  
JUST 

THREE    
WEEKS.

01 | OPEN DATA PORTAL
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Goal 
Gain understanding of world-of-today through the perspectives of real-
world users and their many values, pains, needs, and goals 

Method 
Ethnographic User Research via interviews 

Research Participants 
10 external and internal users

Week 1 :: User Research + Insight Compilation

External Users 
//  Strategy Consultant 

//  University Students 

//  Land Developer 

//  Small Business Owners

Internal Users 
//  Financial Planning 

//  IT Management 

//  Public Safety 

//  Land Use / Environmental  
     Planning & Sustainability 

11
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01A Research Synthesis 

Mural board to collect 
and organize real-time 
findings from interviews 
and research moments.
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01B Research Playback 

Findings and insights shared in presentation format with broadened group of stakeholders.
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Goal 
Align stakeholders and define To-Be vision + MVP (Minimum Viable Product) 

Method 
Two-day in-person Design Thinking Workshop 

Workshop Participants 
15 participants including: 

//  10x County Employees 

//  1x IT Vendor Representative 

//  4x Sponsor Users (Constituents) 

Week 2 :: Design Thinking Workshop + Stakeholder Alignment

14
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01C Understanding As-Is State for Primary Users 

User Mapping, Empathy Mapping, and Customer Journey Mapping activities help establish 
a collective understanding of the primary users’ personas, processes, and pains.
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01D Exploring Ideas and To-Be State 

Brainstorming, prioritization, and storyboarding activities help 
identify potential ways to address the key pains of our primary users.
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01E Unified To-Be Vision and Risk Assessment 

Defining and aligning around a unified vision, journey map, and key risks for our To-Be state.

A user of our Open Data Portal can easily find, understand, trust, and use/share 
the information to accomplish their objective(s) without need of external support, 
and all in a single, seamless experience regarded as the primary source of truth.

Who

What
Wow
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01F Defining and Aligning on Minimum Viable Product (MVP) 

MVP Process maps and hypothesis statement of what we can build immediately to test against key risks.
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Goal 
Test, validate, and iterate designs plus concepts with end-users 

Method 
Usability Testing using click-through mid-fidelity prototypes 

Usability Testing Participants 
9 external and internal users 

Week 2 + 3 :: Design, Prototype, Feedback, and Handoff

01 | OPEN DATA PORTAL

External Users 
//  Strategy Consultant 

//  University Students 

//  Land Developer 

//  Small Business Owners

Internal Users 
//  Financial Planning 

//  IT Management 

//  Public Safety 

//  Land Use / Environmental  
     Planning & Sustainability 
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01

01G UX Capabilities and User 
Enablements  

A translation of user enablements 
and concepts into visual designs.



01
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01H Mid-Fidelity 
Wireframes and Prototypes 

Sketch with InVision’s Craft 
plugin used to rapidly build 
mid-fi wires and prototypes 
to test with end-users. 

21
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01I Usability Testing and Feedback Presentation 

User feedback on prototype and concepts synthesized into presentation for stakeholders. 
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01I Usability Testing and Feedback Presentation 

User feedback on prototype and concepts synthesized into presentation for stakeholders. 
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01J Iterating and Finalizing Designs 

Designs finalized using feedback from 
usability testing sessions. 

“Content Mode” feature shown here.
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01J Iterating and Finalizing Designs 

Designs finalized using feedback from 
usability testing sessions. 

“Content Mode” feature shown here.
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01J Iterating and Finalizing Designs 

Designs finalized using feedback from 
usability testing sessions. 

“Content Mode” feature shown here.
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Recap 
Three week project inclusive of user research, Design Thinking workshop, 
prototype design with usability testing, and design iteration to address 
organizational complexities and deliver improved end-user experience. 

Final Deliverables 
//  Packaged Mid-Fidelity Wireframes and Prototypes 

//  Visual Assets and Component Library 

//  Design Specs for development and implementation 

//  Synthesized Research with insights, findings, and suggestions 

//  Master Deck with Actionable Recommendations on next steps 

Successes and Next Steps 
//  Innovative redesign based on user- and stakeholder-informed input 

//  Identified and addressed significant closed team dynamics imparting  
     ability to collaboratively build towards improved end-user outcomes 

//  Directly led to 3 additional engagements with broader County 

//  Currently in proposal process with CDO for follow-on engagement 

Conclusion + Outcomes

“I am so respectful of all your talents and 
expertise and the thoughtfulness and care 
you have put into this work. Thanks also 
for working so fast and for having mega-
amazing skills. I am feeling great about 
presenting this work around the County.”  

- CDO, County in California

27
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THE 

LEARNING 
CREDENTIAL 
NETWORK
SD | UX | UI | Visual 

Bringing together a wide array of IBM teams and Partners to dream, 
build, and launch a first-of-its-kind blockchain network for learners, 
educators, and employers.

28
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Case Study Overview

02 | LCN

29

Outcomes 
A first-of-its-kind platform to connect learners, employers, and educators 
across industries on a trusted. Blockchain-based network. Matches job 
seekers with the right opportunities as well as learners with the best 
learning-pathways to support an ever-evolving skill-based economy.  

Role 
Blockchain Design Subject Matter Expert and Creative Lead inclusive of 
Facilitation, UX/UI Design, Prototyping, Visual Design 

Challenges 
Ability to unify vastly disparate goals, systems, and processes of over 12 
external partners and 4 internal teams to achieve alignment and buy-in 

Impact 
//  Launch of two first-of-their-kind pilots addressing skills-to-career gap 

//  Total of 37 participants across the two pilot networks and consortiums  

//  3 new pre-GA networks in process of substantiation 

//  Platform integral to IBM’s ongoing COVID-19 response and growing     
     partnership with US Department of Commerce
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LEARNERS. 
EDUCATORS. 
EMPLOYERS.

TRUST. 
AGILITY. 
SUCCESS.
DESIGNED BY & FOR

of organizations  
have uncovered 
resume fraud30%
increase in short-
term credential 
classes in 202070% unique 

credentials  
in the US alone738k
average  
cost-per-hire$4k+
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//  IBM Blockchain 
//  IBM Watson (Education) 
//  IBM Research 
//  IBM Garage 

//  iQ4 
//  Central New Mexico Community College (CNM) 
//  New Mexico University (NMU) 
//  Presbyterian Healthcare Services 
//  Ethos Veterinary Health 
//  Lincoln Memorial University  
//  The Ohio State University  
//  Virginia Maryland College 
//  Colorado State University  
//  Association of American Veterinary Medical Colleges 
//  Western Governors University (WGU) 
//  National Student Clearinghouse 
 +   Additional Partners for Pilot Launch  
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12 WEEKS TO LAUNCH: 
WK 
01 

- 
04 

12 EXT. PARTNERS  
3x DT WORKSHOPS 
ALIGNED VISION + MVP

MVP BUILD-UP 
USABILITY TESTING 
PILOT GREEN LIGHT

WK 
05 

- 
06 

UI + DEV REFINEMENT 
ONBOARDING  
2X PILOT RELEASE

WK 
07 

- 
12

31
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Goal 
Align stakeholders identify and solve for key pains plus define a unified To-
Be Vision + MVP (Minimum Viable Product) 

Method 
Two-day Design Thinking Workshop held in-person 

Workshop Participants 
14 external + 8 internal (IBM) including: 
//  Deans & Associate Deans 
//  Learners (Bachelor & PhD Candidates) 
//  CEOs & Executives 
//  Higher Education Professors  

Participating Partners 
//  Ethos Veterinary Health 
//  Lincoln Memorial University  
//  The Ohio State University  
//  Virginia Maryland College of Veterinary Medicine 
//  Colorado State University  
//  Association of American Veterinary Medical Colleges 

Veterinary Sciences Workshop

32

 
//  Watson SMEs 
//  Blockchain Solution Architects 
//  Industry Executives
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02A Alignment of Disparate Systems, Processes, Practices, and Journeys 

Unique challenges of aligning unique processes quickly exposed early in workshop through As-Is Journey Map.

33
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02B Definition and Alignment of Unified To-Be Journey plus Vision 

Respondent ideas to address key pains unified and synthesized into a To-Be Journey Map and Vision Statement.

34

We seek to build a competency system that aligns verifiable and transparent credentials of students with what employers need 
and want. Employers, students, and CVMs stand to benefit by being better, faster, and cheaper than any system currently in place.

Who

What
Wow
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02C Risk Assessment and MVP Hypothesis 

Identifying our “riskiest risks” to inform our MVP Hypothesis.

35

Incentive to 
Continue 

Using

Money 
(Funding)

Buy-In

Understand 
Value

Alignment 

If we limit the number of applications 
students make and that employers consider 
and increase granularity of record we will see: 

• 25% faster time to match (shorten time 
to hire) 

• 50% fewer communication numbers 

• Increased participation  

• Reduce cost per hire 

• Better alignment between student 
competencies and job requirements
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02D MVP Process Map 

Consolidated journey map to focus in on the building and testing against identified key risks.

Student issued 
credentials by 

institution 

Student notified of 
credentials & able to 

check record

Employer publishes 
credential need

Student sees 
prioritized list of 

opportunities sorted 
by best match

Student applies for 
business 

opportunities 

Employer sees list of 
best candidates

Employer can initiate 
by requesting access 

to record

Student provides 
employer access to  

record

Employer receives 
need-specific access 
to applicant’s record

36
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Goal 
Build demonstrable MVP and continue building towards Pilot releases 

Method 
Design Thinking, DevOps, Agile, and Lean practices to rapidly build, test, and 
launch our MVP plus subsequent Pilots 

Primary Stakeholders 
CNM, Ethos Veterinary Health, IBM 

Team Composition 
15 dedicated team members consisting of:  
//  3x Executive Sponsors (IBM, CNM, Ethos Vet.) 
//  2x Project Executives (IBM) 
//  2x Product Owner (CNM, Ethos Vet) 
//  2x Developers (IBM) 
//  2x Project Manger (IBM) 
//  1x Blockchain Solutions Architect (IBM) 
//  1x Lead Designer (IBM) 
//  1x UI Developer (IBM) 
//  1x Visual Designer (IBM)

4 Weeks to MVP and 10 Weeks to Pilot Launch
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02E User Stories, Unifying Vision, and Enablement Refinement 

Aligning and refining the many user stories based on stakeholder input.

38
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02F Initial Low-Fi Wireframes, 
Feedback, and Iterations 

Exploratory designs to translate user 
enablements and capabilities into 
experiences and interfaces. 
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02G IBM Carbon Design System  
+ Mid-Fidelity Wireframes 

Increased fidelity of designs with 
incorporation of design components 
from a substantiated design system. 
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02H Mid-Fidelity Prototype 

Interaction design and 
demonstrable flows 
portrayed through a click-
though Sketch prototype. 

 

41
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02I High-Fidelity 
Wireframes for MVP 

Initial visual designs for MVP 
to achieve pilot “green-light.” 

Learner credential sharing 
flow shown here.
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02I High-Fidelity 
Wireframes for MVP 

Initial visual designs for MVP 
to achieve pilot “green-light.” 

Learner credential sharing 
flow shown here.
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02I High-Fidelity 
Wireframes for MVP 

Initial visual designs for MVP 
to achieve pilot “green-light.” 

Learner credential sharing 
flow shown here.
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02I High-Fidelity 
Wireframes for MVP 

Initial visual designs for MVP 
to achieve pilot “green-light.” 

Learner credential sharing 
flow shown here.
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Pilot Launches 

02J Visuals created for Cybersecurity 
pilot and demonstration materials

46

VetBloom Pilot 
Nov 2019 - Present 
A consortium of IBM, Ethos Veterinary Health, 
Association of American Veterinary Medical 
Colleges, International Council for Veterinary 
Assessment, American Animal Hospital 
Association to build lab and skill based learning 
pathways and enhanced ability for trusted 
employer-candidate connections.  

Cybersecurity Pilot 
Nov 2019 - Present 
A consortium of IBM, CNM, National Student 
Clearinghouse, US Department of Commerce, 
WGU, and IQ4 to build lifelong learning pathways 
and better skills-to-career connections amongst 
learners, educators, and employers via LCN with 
a focus on demanded cybersecurity skills as part 
of the American Workforce Advisory Board.
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FROM STICKY 
NOTES TO THE  
WHITE HOUSE 
IN TWO YEARS. 

47

7th American Workforce Policy Advisory Board Meeting  |  September 2020
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“It has been incredibly rewarding to 
watch a nascent idea grow and evolve 
to become an all-encompassing 
initiative, bringing so many members 
of the veterinary community together.”  

- Dr. Patrick Walsh, CEO of VetBloom

Conclusion + Outcomes

Recap 
Two successful pilots launched in twelve weeks through extensive input by 
a multitude of users along with internal and external stakeholders. 

Final Deliverables 
//  Workshop Outcomes Decks 

//  Mid/High-Fidelity Wireframes + Prototypes 

//  High-Fidelity Wireframes + Visual Design Assets for MVP  

Successes and Next Steps 
//  Launch of two first-of-their-kind pilots addressing skills-to-career gap 

//  Total of 37 participants across the two pilot networks and consortiums  

//  3 new pre-GA networks in process of substantiation 

//  Platform integral to IBM’s ongoing COVID-19 response and growing     
     partnership with US Department of Commerce 
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IBM 
VERSE
UXR | UX | UI | UI Dev  

Enhancing and unifying IBM’s signature email service, 
Verse, across multiple platforms and innovative frontiers.

49
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Case Study Overview

03 | IBM VERSE

50

Outcomes 
Transformed Agile development team focused on Android to utilize Human 
Centered practices and adopt a 3:1 technical to user experience user story 
cadence. Led directly to an end-to-end, cross-platform overhaul of Verse for 
web and mobile focused on the enhancement and unification of user 
experiences.  

Role 
Design Lead for IBM Verse Mobile on Android 

Challenges 
Introducing and building sustainable championship of end-users amongst 
IT and Business. Leveraging quantitative and qualitative data to unify touch-
points and user journeys (along with language and visual designs) across 
web and mobile platforms. 

Impact 
//  Increased Google Play Store rating by 0.7 stars in eight months 

//  Increased cross-platform NPS 

//  Team-wide adoption of 3:1 technical to user experience story pattern
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As part of the IBM Verse and broader IBM Collaboration Solutions team, I 
had the pleasure of leading design for IBM Verse Mobile on Android. Along 
with an agile development squad of four and a dedicated offering manager, 
our Android-focused team made tremendous strides not only in technical 
enhancements, but true elevation of user experiences on mobile – generating 
increased ratings and positive customer feedback on the Google Play Store 
along with significant increases in our NPS scores. 

Achieving this, however, required incredible user championship, 
compassionate compromise, and cross-discipline collaboration. Quantitative 
and qualitative user research helped form the basis of a dialogue around the 
importance of focusing in on oft requested UX enhancements (such as 
gesture-based controls, improved onboarding, nested conversations, and 
adoption of Material design) and not only prioritizing important bug requests 
and technical enhancement stories. 

The team adopted a 3:1 technical-to-UX story sprint approach, enabling 
human-centric enhancements to have a true seat at the table. Finding our 
groove, I oversaw and delivered all design aspects: utilizing user research to 
inform and prioritize user-centric stories, building out UX, UI, and Visual 
Designs, and implementing directly for production utilizing Android Studio.  

This improved approach and collaborative team style reduced handoff 
bottlenecks and empowered our ability to meet technical requirements while 
continuing to innovate and elevate the experience for our users. 

 

Elevation of Mobile User Experiences on Android

51

03 | IBM VERSE
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Elevation of Mobile User Experiences on Android (Continued)
Improving user onboarding through coach-marks: explorations and evolution in concept from low- to high-fidelity.

04a. Initial paper explorations of UX patterns and UI elements
04b. Mid- and high-fidelity mockups of alternative interaction patterns and visual 
styles for feedback from broader IBM Verse team and A-B testing with users

52

03 | IBM VERSE
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Elevation of Mobile User Experiences on Android (Continued)
Improving user onboarding through coach-marks: design finalization, specs, and implementation for production. 

04c. Detail from full design spec guide for documentation and implementation

04d. Utilizing my background in development, I directly architected designs for production 
in Android Studio, reducing handoff bottlenecks and improving our iteration release speed

53
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Elevation of Mobile User Experiences on Android (Continued)
Improving user onboarding through coach-marks: final, responsive designs as released.

04e. Live design on small tablet 04f. Live design on mobile 04g. Live design on large tablet

54
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A passionate explorer of emerging technology, I had the unique opportunity 
to be part of a dedicated cross-platform team tasked with reimagining the 
entire email and calendaring experience with Watson (AI) integration.  

Extensive user research and market analysis enabled the team to build a 
foundational appreciation for the many real-world pains users often face – 
especially with organization, attention prioritization, and management of 
their inbox and schedule. Utilizing these insights to inform our explorations, 
we set out to conceptualize a series of potential AI mediations and 
innovations with deep consideration to the interplay of deep training 
moments, trust building, and embedded user agency for privacy controls. 

Amongst the concepts explored, I had the pleasure of working directly on and 
researching user permissions and data privacy, cognitive scheduling, 
cognitive insight abstractions based on message contents, chatbots, and a 
wide array of other conceptual explorations in the AI domain seeking to 
improve communication and collaboration for enterprise users. 

Although the many explorations were ultimately not fully realized due to the 
divestment of IBM in their collaboration services portfolio, many of the 
resulting designs, enhanced understandings, and smart user enablements 
live on today in IBM’s wider Watson portfolio including Watson Workspace, 
Connections 6.0, and many others.

Watson Cognitive Inbox Explorations

55
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Evolution of explorations, ideas, and designs from research through visual design.

Watson Cognitive Inbox Explorations (Continued)

04h. In-depth market and user research 
conducted to inform explorations and assist 
in the establishment of best practices

04i. Cognitive enablements and ideas explored through a series of lightweight, low-fidelity sketches and wireframes

56
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Evolution of explorations, ideas, and designs from research through visual design.

04k. At the close of the team’s explorations, a series of high-fidelity wireframes, pitch decks, and 
prototypes were created to showcase our learnings and create recommendations for next steps 
and enable future implementation into other offerings

Watson Cognitive Inbox Explorations (Continued)

04j. Working closely with IBM Watson’s core design team, a formalization of design patterns 
and language soon emerged, such as the use of purple highlights for insight abstraction within 
the body of email messages to evoke the purple-and-blue branding of Watson

57
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IBM 
STUDIOS  
AUSTIN
SD | UXR | Graphic | 3D 

Reimagining and revitalizing key touch-points and 
experiences for visitors and employees of IBM’s 
design epicenter in Austin, TX.

58
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Case Study Overview

04 | IBM STUDIOS AUSTIN

59

Outcomes 
Extensive redesign of the physical spaces and experiential elements of 
studio tours at IBM’s design epicenter in Austin, TX. 

Role 
Service Designer 

Challenges 
Ability to drive alignment and buy-in of executive stakeholders and achieve 
budget for physical space alterations.   

Impact 
//  Redesign of key touchpoints, starting well before arrival 

//  Improved wayfinding and reduced average time-to-studio by 6.5 minutes 

//  Physical redesign of key studio spaces including entrance and work areas
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An ethnographic approach to understand journeys and identify key “friction-full” touch-points for continued exploration.

05a. A segment of the end-to-end journey for visitors touring the campus and studio. 
Questions, handoffs, and moments of friction highlighted for further examination and reflection

05c. Ideal “golden path” customer journey, illustrated and storyboarded 
to showcase key ideas and concepts arrived at through mini-workshop

Revitalization of Studio Spaces + Tour Experience

05b. Pain points extracted from our 
ethnographic approach and utilized for 
additional prioritization and discussion 

with studio leads within a mini-workshop

60

04 | IBM STUDIOS AUSTIN
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Revitalization of Studio Spaces + Tour Experience

61

04 | IBM STUDIOS AUSTIN
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Revitalization of Studio Spaces + Tour Experience

62

04 | IBM STUDIOS AUSTIN
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Utilizing service design and graphic design to enhance key experiential moments, starting with the first-touch: welcoming and wayfinding. 

05d. Original studio wayfinding flyer as digitally 
sent to visitors ahead of an upcoming visit/tour

05f. Final updated studio flyer providing 
enhanced visuals, wayfinding, and check-in 
information for visitors ahead of a studio visit

05e. Early concept sketch exploring information hierarchy, visual 
design language, and key wayfinding plus experiential elements 
to better personalize and assist those preparing for a visit

63

04 | IBM STUDIOS AUSTIN
Revitalization of Studio Spaces + Tour Experience
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Reconsiderations of underutilized areas such as the studio’s entrance to increase employee collaboration and improve visitor experiences.

05g. Experimentation with tour flow and key touch-points 
for the studio entrance as a new starting point for visitors

05h. Early sketches exploring improved / reconsidered flow and creation of physical spaces to enable cross-
collaboration moments (such as breakouts and organic encounters) for studio members and visitors alike
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Utilizing my background in 3D Design, I created a series of space configurations for feedback from leads and the broader studio populous. 

05i. Studio entrance mockups created in SketchUp 
to enable rapid, space-accurate iterations

05j. Early renderings along with key stakeholder and studio community feedback
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A dedicated team was assigned to finalize renderings and oversee the construction of the reconfiguration, bringing our ideas and concepts to life.

05k. Before: original studio entrance space prior to update

05l. After: revitalized entry space acting as the new start point for studio visits / tours
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EXCITED  
FOR MORE?
Please visit Colin-Budd.com to see a wide range 
of additional creative feats, experimental works, 
and portfolio pieces from animation + video to 
interactive programming artworks and beyond.  

Additional work happily available upon request.
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THANK YOU 
FOR YOUR TIME!

COLIN BUDD

colin@xbudd.com | colin-budd.com 

mailto:colin@xbudd.com
http://colin-budd.com

